The audit of Small and

Medium Sized Entities
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Summary
 The Audit of SMEs
 Presentation of the Pack SMEs

The audit of SMEs
Basic principles of the audit of SMEs

 Same level of assurance as for big entities
 Audit approach adapted to the size of the entity audited:
proportionate application of ISAs as well as cost-effective
Secure the application of ISAs
 A new and complex regulatory environment, subject to auditors’
activity controls
 The seemingly contradiction between the standards’ volume
and the SME
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The audit of SMEs
Promote the audit of SMEs

 Importance of the independance and external outlook from the
auditor
 A good understanding of the entity’s environment and a unique
perspective on the global risks,

Need for a tool that can :

Adapt the standards due diligences to the entity size
Enhance the audit engagement to entity’s management
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The Pack SMEs
The Audit Pack for Small and Medium Sized entities (“Pack
SMEs”) was developed by the CNCC in cooperation with IRE – IBRE
to enhance the accessibility and ease the use of the International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs).
It is a package of tools designed to enable the auditor to plan and
perform audit procedures and to structure the approach on SME audit,
in accordance with the ISAs.

These tools were prepared to save auditors’ time.
In designing them, the characteristics of SMEs was considered.
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The Pack SMEs main characteristics
An educational process
 A chronological design
 A better control of the risk approach concepts:
inherent risks, assertions…

 Documents illustrated with examples
 references to standards …
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The Pack SMEs main characteristics
The Pack SMEs : a tool box

 A set of independent IT tools enabled to carry out a good
quality audit while securing the ISAs application
Tools are divided into two categories, i.e. « structuring tools »,
considered to be essential to the audit approach and to be used in all
cases and « other tools », considered to be useful to the audit
approach, they are selected depending on the circumstances of the
engagement, on the basis of the auditor’s judgment.

 Adaptable to each regulated country environment or each
audited entity
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The Pack SMEs main characteristics
The Pack SMEs was presented at the IAASB SMP/SME working
conference held in Paris in January 2017 and has been updated with
new and revised ISAs.
This Pack SMEs was translated into English, Spanish and Dutch.
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APPROACH TO AUDITING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS IN SMALL-AND-MEDIUM-SIZED ENTITIES
2

1
Engagement
phases

PACK SMEs

Identifying and assessing the risks
of material misstatements
& Audit planning

Engagement acceptance
and continuance

ISA version - March 2014
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Summary of the
engagement
& Reporting the opinion

Risk response
& Obtaining audit evidence

Access to flow chart illustrating the risk-based approach
Access to the tools
Phase 1

The core
audit
approach

Engagement
acceptance
and
continuance

Access to the tools
Phase 2
Identifying and
assessing the risks of
material misstatements
through understanding
the entity and its
environment

Engagement
letter

The
auditor’s
responses
to assessed
risks

Access to the tools
Phase 3

Access to the tools
Phase 4

Tests of
controls

Auditor’s
report on
financial
statements

Substantive
procedures

Audit
evidence

Other requirements
- ISA 720: The auditor’s
responsibilities relating to
other information
- Money laundering

ISA 700

ISA 500
ISA 330
ISA 501

ISA 210

ISA 315

Overall
audit
strategy and
audit plan

Focus on
special
considerations
of the
approach

Comparative
information

Analytical
procedures
ISA 520

External
confirmations

Evaluation of
misstatements
identified
Auditing
accounting
estimates
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Subsequent
events

ISA 450

Audit
sampling
ISA 530

General
standards

ISA 710

ISA 505

ISA 540

General
principles

ISA 705
ISA 706

Planning
an audit
ISA 300

Modification
to the opinion
and emphasis of
matter paragraph

Audit
program

Written
representations

ISA 560

ISA 580

The Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants – IFAC
International standard on quality control
Overall objectives of the independent auditor and the conduct of an audit in accordance with international standards on auditing
Quality control for an audit of financial statements
Audit documentation
The auditor’s responsibilities relating to fraud in an audit of financial statements
Consideration of laws and regulations in an audit of financial statements
Communication with those charged with governance
Communicating deficiencies in internal control to those charged with governance and management
Materiality in planning and performing an audit
Audit considerations relating to an entity using a service organization
Related parties
Going concern

IESBA Code
ISQC1
ISA 200
ISA 220
ISA 230
ISA 240
ISA 250
ISA 260
ISA 265
ISA 320
ISA 402
ISA 550
ISA 570

ISA
applicable to
specific
situations
ISA 510
Initial audit
engagements –
Opening
balances
ISA 600
Special
considerations
Audits of group
financial
statements
ISA 610
Using the work of
internal auditors
ISA 620
Using the work of
an auditor’s
expert
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Conclusion
The Pack SMEs is :
 A tool that structures : the audit approach and may be used
as a training tool in the audit firms
 An efficient tool : its use over the years makes the audit
engagement less time-consuming
 A tool that secures : an optimal application of the ISAs and
a compliance as part of the quality assurance review
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